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It’s very easy for people to understand data when they see it visually. The human 
visual system processes the entire visual field at once – so when you put data 
in a visual form, they immediately see trends and outliers. So you can answer 
questions at the speed of thought rather than having to write queries on a 
database. Visualizing data makes it very easy to get to answers.

“

”
Jock Mackinlay, Director of Visual Analysis, Tableau Software

Why Visualize Your Data?

AccelOps, combined with the power of Tableau, has created a revolutionary new way to visualize 
your modern data center, providing unparalleled insights into security, performance, availability and 
compliance monitoring. 

Leveraging AccelOps and Tableau’s in-memory computing 
and extraordinary visual capabilities, users are now able to 
consume up to billions of events and petabytes of data in an 
instant. AccelOps provides complete visibility across physical 
and virtual IT infrastructures – on-premise, in the cloud, or a 
hybrid of both. The virtual appliance solution integrates security 
(SIEM), performance and compliance monitoring and analytics. 
AccelOpAccelOps monitors all domains of the data center, including 
servers, storage, networks, devices, applications and users. 

Visual Analytics lets you see, analyze and act on your AccelOps 
data easily and beautifully.
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Security Incidents
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Application Service Monitoring

Performance and Availability

Comprehensive set of rules and 
reports covering more than 10 
mandates out of the box as well 
as customized policy and 
enforcement capabilities, 

ensuring successful compliance
and audits.

Compliance
Delivering performance, 
availability and change 
monitoring, utilizing 

next-generation baseline 
and trend modeling to 
drastically reduce Mean 
Time To Repair.

Performance
Integrated threat and security 
intelligence driven by machine 
learning-based behavioral 
profiling,trend analysis and 
anomaly detection to rapidly 
determine root cause.
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